In this paper, a novel trajectory generation method for numerical analysis of a vehicle dynamics has been investigated. An obstacle layout method which lays obstacles around preliminarily given course shape can easily provide a state variable inequality constraint of the optimal control theory. To arrange any convex-area such as circles, squares and rectangles, obstacles are defined by the p-norm function. The time-optimal problem is constructed using the proposed method and it is solved by the pseudospectral optimization technique. Numerical results show that the proposed method yields feasible optimal trajectories for given course shapes including oval circuit.
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4 Fig. 4 Conceptual layout of obstacles around course which is including both straight shape and curved shape. Overlaid area of multiple obstacles is allowed, but obstacles must not overlay in the course. Obstacles are not required to cover whole shape.
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F1 ( Fig. 8 The relation between the number of nodes and the maneuver time t f , the cost function value. Number of nodes for time axis folding method is N TAF and obstacle layout method is N OLM . The cost value gradually converged to the certain value while increasing of the nodes in both methods. Table 3 The computation time for the time axis folding method and the obstacle layout method. Total computation time of N TAF = 15 and N OLM = 61 are results of warm start calculation using converged solution of low nodes case for initial guess of iteration. Obtained optimal trajectories are identical to each other, which denotes arbitrary property of defining connection point on trajectory. This result means that numerical solution is optimal by means of Bellman's dynamic programming theory.
